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the conference).   The telegrams which brought about this
phenomenon were as follows:
" I beg you for the sake of our old friendship and in
memory of fateful days past, to cease all military move-
ments and reply to no diplomatic note, at least until you
have seen me.   Your friend, Franklin Bouillon."
And the reply:
"I await your arrival.    Come at once.   Your friend,
Kemal."
After this it was agreed between the French and Lord Curzon
in Paris that Franklin Bouillon should leave for the East.
When Ismet Pasha was asked by a group of international
journalists to explain the part that Franklin Bouillon had
played, he answered:
" Franklin Bouillon has done what the whole world could
not succeed in doing, he has stopped our army from fighting
for a fortnight! "
But could this armistice be maintained ? Franklin had
arrived in the hope of maintaining it; his one aim and object
was that armistice might evolve into permanent peace. But
meanwhile every day that passed was a day gained to the
Greeks for reorganization should war proceed; time therefore
counted against the Turks. Turkish strategy was to follow up
their blow with another, to hit again and hit hard before the
opponent had time to regain breath. They were naturally
impatient of the delay enforced by the conference. At quickest
it took three days for a wireless message and reply to reach
Mudania from Paris. Lord Curzon and Poincare were known
to be conferring, but events had happened so suddenly that
neither Government had had time to discuss and agree upon
their respective and combined policies.
October the 8th was the great day of tension, during which
the situation hung upon a thread. No one was sure if we were
assisting at peace-making or at war-making. All day the
news fluctuated from good to bad with the caprice of an April
wind.
At midday the news clouded. I sat next to Franklin at
lunch. He tried to mask his feelings, he made witty re-

